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Creating a world where knowledge
knows no language barriers





If you were in a life or death situation?In a life or death situation:

Air pollution is under your control. Put it on top of your head and tie it to your body. You can 
only ventilate the air when you leave the boat.  (Hausa - 44 million)

Your life jackets are under your seat. This is putting your head to form on your own. Cotton. 
After leaving the plane on your life jackets in the air breathed. (Burmese - 32 million)

Your life jackets are under your seat. This is putting your head to form on your own. Cotton. After leaving the 
plane on your life jackets in the air breathed. (Burmese - 32 million)Your life jacket is under your seat. Pass it over your head and tie it around the body. Only 

swallow the life vest after leaving the plane. (Turkish, 75.7 million)



If you were in a life or death situation?When there’s enough data, you get:

Your life jacket is under your seat. Put it on your head and attach your shoulder strap. Once you 
leave the plane, you should only inflate the vest. (traditional Chinese, 1.2 billion)

You will find a life jacket under your seat. Put it over your head and trim your straps. Inflate the 
vest only after leaving the aircraft. (Lithuanian, 3.2 million)

Your life jacket is under your seat. Place it over your head and tie the straps around you. Inflate 
your life jacket after leaving the aircraft. (Greek, 13.4 million)



And enabling real-time two-way 
communication



Today

► TWB and language technologies 

► Towards a multilingual future

► Call to Action



Multilingual emergencies



STEP 1
Language Mapping

STEP 5
Language Support for 

Community Engagement

STEP 2
Recruitment

STEP 4
Terminology

STEP 3
Training

Crisis response





2019 Achievements

23,000,000 words translated

37,000 linguists around the world

8,000 projects

200 language combinations

160 NGO partners



TWB and Language 
technologies



Rohingya crisis



To build language technology, you need 
huge amounts of data as is the case for 
English and French.

But there are no machine translation 
(MT) engines for marginalised 
languages like Kanuri and Rohingya. 
That’s because there is no (or very 
little) data available. 

At TWB, we have the capacity to 
build this data.



Gamayun Corpora

https://gamayun.translatorswb.org



Chatbots

With COVID-19 
movement restrictions, 
we need new ways for 
people to access 
information about the 
disease, in their own 
language

Meet Uji: TWB’s 
multilingual chatbots
using natural language 
processing



MT/INMT Models



Multilingual and augmented
glossaries



TICO-19

https://tico-19.github.io/ 



Voice & MT



Towards a multilingual 
future



Tiles



Building our future



Voice MT and Phonetic MT



Call to action



Data sharing

Collaboration: private and aid sector

2-way communication

Broader usage beyond humanitarian 

Opportunities



With the help of our partners, 
we’re making our vision come true.

Core to TWB’s vision for the future is 
Gamayun: the language equality initiative

A collaborative effort with tech partners, native-speaker 
communities, NGOs, and content creators and owners, 
Gamayun uses text and speech data to automate 
translation in under-served languages.

Using a repeatable, scalable model, TWB and its coalition of 
partners are developing state-of-the-art voice and text tools in 
languages such as Congolese Swahili, Tigrinya, Kanuri and 
Rohingya

It's a revolutionary way to use cutting-edge 
technology for crisis communication, closing the 
language equality gap and enabling two-way 
communications.



Call to action

► Share low resource data

► Collaborate with us

► Research, workshop

► Donate



TWB’s support makes an impact

In 2017, 23% of Rohingya 
refugees said they had enough 

information to make good 
decisions for themselves and 

their families



TWB’s support makes an impact

In 2017, 23% of Rohingya 
refugees said they had enough 

information to make good 
decisions for themselves and 

their families

By early 2019, thanks in part
to TWB, 84% felt they had

info on available assistance



“When I speak my own 
language, 
I am free.

When I hear someone else 
speaking Rohingya, 
I feel like I am home.”

– Rohingya person



Thank you!


